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CERTIFIED

Certification Benefits:

•  Official GT-R® Certified signage for Dealers and sponsored 
independents.

•  Business Improvement Program and feedback to ensure your shop 
continues to have what it takes to properly repair the new generation 
of GT-R® vehicles.

•  Nissan Certification included with GT-R® Certification fee.

•  Leveraging the exclusive GT-R® Certified status to promote and market 
your shop.

•  Listings and referrals on all consumer- and insurance-facing body 
shop locators.

•  Specialized two-day, hands-on I-CAR® GT-R® training for technicians.

•  Marketing campaign to GT-R® customers on the GT-R® Certified 
Collision Center in their area.

•  Elite welcome kit that includes GT-R® Certified marketing materials.

Gain a Competitive Advantage:

Enroll Today!    |    www.GetGT-RCertified.com    |    949.221.0010



1.     Application - Registration
Review the terms and conditions of participa-
tion and select the application option. Then, 
see the amount due and select your form of 
payment.

    2.     Business Information
Enter key business information critical for KPI compar-
isons, program review, and tracking.

   3.      Business Capability Assessment
This step provides the list of requirements and stan-
dards your shop must meet. The question and answer 
process allows you to assess your capabilities and create 
a business improvement plan, if necessary. As you go 
through the process, you can assess whether or not you 
will be able to make the grade. If not, you can make any 
business improvements necessary before scheduling an 
on-site inspection-audit.

   4.      I-CAR® Training 
Attend two-day, hands-on I-CAR® GT-R® training course.

   5.      Score & Evaluation
The online system provides you with a score and illustrates 
any deficiencies in becoming Certified. It is part of the 
ongoing business improvement process.

   6.     On-Site Inspection-Audit
When you are sure you can meet all of the requirements, 
the next step is to schedule an on-site inspection-audit. 
The inspector will tour your body shop and ensure proof of 
compliance with photos and documentation.

   7.       Marketing & Promotion
To ensure your shop gains value from Certification, various 
marketing and promotional tools are available. Shops 
must upload images and logos to personalize the optional 
marketing materials.

Steps to Certification

The new GT-R® Certified Collision Repair Network is an 
elite Certification program that enables GT-R® Dealers and 
qualifying independent body shops to become officially 
Certified by Assured Performance on behalf of Nissan North 
America, Inc.

The program’s mission is to identify and promote those 
collision centers that have enrolled and completed the 
specialized two-day, hands-on I-CAR® GT-R® training, to 
make sure the Certified shops have the tools, equipment, 
and modified facility to properly repair GT-R® vehicles.  

This is critical to help ensure the vehicle fit, finish, 
durability, safety, and value of the vehicle. 

GT-R® Certified Collision Repair Network

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE:
“The program’s objective is to identify and promote body 
shops that have the right tools, equipment, training, and 

facilities necessary to repair vehicles back to manufacturer 
specifications. This program is critical to help ensure the 

vehicle fit, finish, durability, value, and safety.”

Enroll Today!    |    www.GetGT-RCertified.com    |    949.221.0010

Our Turnkey Approach to Certification

Here is the step-by-step process that  
body shops go through to become GT-R® 
Certified and officially Recognized in the 
automaker’s industry.
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How much does GT-R® Certification cost?
 
The annual fee is $2,950 plus a marketing and training fee of $2,500 
to be officially certified and trained to repair GT-R® vehicles. After the 
first year, the marketing and training fee is $1,500. As a bonus to our 
GT-R® Certified Collision Centers, Nissan Certification and its benefits 
are included in your GT-R® Certification fee.

Total cost if the shop is currently not Assured Performance Certified is 
$5,450. For the most current information go to: GetGT-RCertified.com.

Do I get referrals from GT-R®?

Based on the extensive marketing GT-R® and Nissan North America, 
Inc. does with its owners on behalf of the Certified Network, there is a 
potential to gain additional referrals to your shop.

Is there support if I have questions or need assistance?

Yes, Assured Performance has a team of people to help you navigate 
the GT-R® Certification process. They can be reached at 949-221-0010.

How do I register for the Two-day, Hands-on I-CAR® 
Training?

Once you enroll and pay for GT-R® Certification, you will be provided a 
registration link for the I-CAR® training, where you will select the date 
and time that works for your technician to become trained for GT-R® 
Certification.

Can I pay for additional technicians to take the class?

Yes, the Certification cost includes one technician for the two-day, 
hands-on I-CAR® GT-R® training.  Any additional technicians can be 
added for $850 per technician.

What are the Benefits?

FAQ - Additional Questions

What is the Value of Certification?

With 35,000 body shops in the United States, how is the 
customer able to tell the good ones from the bad? How can 
a consumer tell the difference and pick one that has the right 
tools, equipment, training and facilities? The certification 
credentials create that distinction and provide consumers with 
peace of mind. By meeting these requirements, the Certified 
body shops can now demonstrate that they have what it takes to 
properly repair vehicles to manufacturer specifications. 

Customers will be asking the manufacturer to help them find 
the body shops that meet their repair standards. By Certifying 
shops, OEMs can refer customers to body shops with confidence, 
knowing that Certified shops make the grade. The sign on the 
wall and your official credentials prove that your Certified shop is 
a step above the rest and in a league of your own.

Official Signage
Official GT-R® Certified signage and Assured Performance 
Collision Care signage.

Exclusive Status
Leverage the exclusive status and prestige of being GT-R® 
Certified.

Consumer Advertising
Nissan North America, Inc. promotes the Certified Collision 
Repair Network to its customers, driving traffic directly to the 
shop locator.

Technical Information Site
Assist in reducing cycle time and have more efficient repairs 
with complimentary access to the technical information site.

Two-day, Hands-on I-CAR® GT-R Training
Shop technicians will receive a two-day, hands-on I-CAR® GT-R® 
training course on how to properly repair the GT-R® vehicle. 
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General Business Requirements
Shop must:
Be in business for a minimum of (5) years, or posses verifiable 
credit rating and service history

Provide proof of Garage Keepers Liability insurance with a 
minimum of $1M policy limit

Provide customers with a Limited Lifetime Warranty

Subscribe to an electronic p-page logic estimating system

Be in compliance with all Local, State and Federal government 
regulatory requirements

Technical Repair Capability
Shop must: 
Meet I-CAR® Gold Class® and/or equivalent professional experi-
ence w/ proof of ongoing technical training (assessment required)

Subscribe to current OEM repair procedures and have the ability to 
provide documented proof of compliance

Utilize Celette Jig / Dedicated Fixture Bench

Utilize an electronic three-dimensional vehicle measuring system

Maintain a current data subscription for the measuring system

Provide proof of technical training to operate the measuring 
system 

Utilize an R134a refrigerant recovery/recycling system or proof of a 
qualified sublet provider

Have the ability to conduct and verify four-wheel alignment either 
in-house or through a sublet provider

Have the ability to remove, replace, and reinstall steering and 
suspension components, as well as engine and drive train units

Have the ability to service both active and passive vehicle 
restraint systems

Have a spray booth with forced drying capabilities 

Utilize an OEM approved refinishing system

Provide proof of product training for the refinishing system being 
utilized

Have an above ground lift with a lift capability of at least 7,000 lbs

Utilize pressure-feed, anti-corrosion compound and application 
equipment

Have the ability to perform pre and post repair vehicle diagnostic 
scans and proof of calibrations

Have a documented Quality Assurance/Quality Control system
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Customer Service
Shop must:

Measure customer satisfaction through a third-party service 
provider

Utilize a preferred rental car provider or provide complimentary 
customer transportation

Clean vehicle interiors and exteriors before delivery to customer

Have a well-maintained customer parking area that is well-lit

Have a professional, well-maintained customer reception, waiting, 
and restroom areas

Advanced Material Repair Technical Capabilities
Shop must: 
Have a 220 Volt, 3-Phase Inverter-Type (or functionally equivalent 
Hybrid) - Squeeze-type Resistance Spot Welder (STRSW) capable 
of producing a minimum of 600 lbf (270 daN) of clamping force 
and 10,000 amps of current at the electrodes

Have a 220-volt MIG/MAG welder for steel fusion

Have a dent removal/pulling system for steel panels that contains 
a stud welder, stud pins and washers, wiggle wire, and pulling 
attachments

Have completed I-CAR® WCS03 - Steel GMA (MIG) Welding 
Certification

Have a work separation system that isolates aluminum vehicles 
from vehicles undergoing steel repairs – separation can be a 
separate room or curtain system

Have a designated set of hand/special tools specifically for 
aluminum vehicles to prevent from cross contamination with steel 
body vehicles. 

Utilize a 220v Pulse MIG welder specifically for aluminum vehicles

Utilize a dent extraction system specifically designed for 
aluminum that contains an aluminum stud welder, heat gun, 
pyrometer, aluminum hammers, and dent extraction system

Have completed I-CAR® WCA03 - Aluminum GMA (MIG) Welding 
Certification

Utilize a dye penetrant system to check welds, castings, and parts 
that have been stressed from impact which includes cleaner, dye, 
and developer

Suggested Additional Best Practices

These items are strongly suggested for technician safety and 
increased productivity, but NOT required for certification.

A designated welding fume extraction system

Utilize an Immersion-Type, Wet Mix dust extraction system - The 
system can be portable or a centrally installed system
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Assured Performance GT-R® Certification Requirements:
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